
Audrey Morrison 11th April The Dreadnought

1 Round One [One team drops out]

1 On this day in 1869 who were crowned as joint sovereigns of Great Britain? William III and Mary II

2 Which South American country has the highest capital city by altitude in the world? La Paz Bolivia

3

Which former footballer was featured in the BBC documentary "Being Mum and 

Dad"? Rio Ferdinand

4 Which two are uncle and nephew?

Francis Ford Coppola and  Nick 

Cage

5 Which company had to issue a global recall of the fire-prone Galaxy Note 7?  Samsung

6

What was the nickname of Dr. Max Jacobson, who supplied JFK and other celebs 

with an array of pills? Dr Feelgood

7 Real Madrid sacked manager Rafael Benítez, replacing him withwhich former player? Zinadene Zidane

8

Miguel de Cervantes lost his job as a government tax inspector when he was sent to 

prison for fraud but it was here that he wrote whichfamous work? Don Quitoxe

9 Asparagus is available in which three colours? White Green and Purple

10

This was a number one for Adam and the Ants what was the name of their other 

no1? Stand and Deliver 

11 On this day in 1951 The Stone of Scone was left in which Scottish abbey? Arbroath
12 Which country only has borders with countries whose name end in "stan"? Uzbekistan

13 What was the name of the ranch in TV's Bonanza? Ponderosa

14 Both sang versions of "Downtown Train"? Tom Waits and Rod Stewart

15 The Mission E will be the first fully electric to be produced by which company? Porche

16 Which article did the UK invoke in order to leave the EU? Article 50

17

One Soviet Bloc country participated in the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games. Which 

one? Romania

18

Which writer was gone with the wind after she hit and killed by an Atlanta taxicab in 

1949? Margaret Mitchell

19 Which snack was inveted in 1971 by Momofuku Ando? Pot Noodles

20

This was Blondies first number one what was the name of their final one which 

was released in 1999? Maria

21 On this day in 1961 the trial of which holicaust purpetrator began in Tel Aviv? Adolf Eichmann

22 What is the world's southernmost capital city? Wellington

23

 Which three words appear on the helmet in the poster for Stanley Kubrik's 1987 

film 'Full Metal Jacket'? Born to Kill

24 Which two have appeared in an advert for Heineken Benicio del Toro and Daniel Craig

25 On which planet is the tallest mountain in the Solar System? Mars [Olympus Mons]

2 Round Two [One team drops out]

1 Carrie Lam has become which  territory's first female political leader? Hong Kong

2 Which two boxers fought the 'Rumble in the Jungle'? Ali and Foreman

3

Which writer killed his wife in Mexico, while trying to shoot a glass off the top of her 

head? William Burroughs

4 Which company makes Hop House 13 lager? Guinness

5 This was one of four number ones for which girl band? B*Witched

6

On this day in 1951 US President Truman sacked which General as supreme 

commander of the UN forces in Korea? General MacArthur



7 What is Europes only double landlockd country? Leichstenstein

8

Only two actors have been nominated for Academy awards either leading or 

supporting, at least once in every decade from 1960s to 2000s . One is Michael Caine 

who is the other? Jack Nicholson

9 Which two have performed at the Superbowl? Beyonce and Britney Spears

10 Which two acids are mixed to give Aqua Regia? Nitric and Hydrochloric

11

Due to open in August how many years has it taken to build the Queensferry 

Crossing? Six Years

12

Which annual motor race is started with the words, "Ladies and gentlemen, start 

your engines"? Indianapolis 500

13 Which book by Stephen Crane is set in the American Civil war? The Red Badge of Courage

14 Tapioca is the main ingredient of which type of tea? Bubble Tea

15

This  was a hit for Dr and the Medics, who is the only other doctor to have had a 

number one? Dr Hook

16

On this day in 1990 customs officers in Middlesbrough seized what they believe to 

be the barrel of a massive gun on a ship bound for which country? Iraq

17 What is longer the Missouri or the Mississippi? Missouri

18 Who was Poopdeck Pappy's most famous son? Popeye

19 Which two were in Captain Corelli's Mandolin Nick Cage and Penelope Cruz

20 What is the name of a single dot on a computer monitor screen? Pixel

21

Former Russian MP and government critic Denis Voronenkov is shot dead in which 

city in March? Kiev

22 Who is the only Irish cyclist to win the Tour de France? Stephen Roache

23

Which Welsh poet and playwright died after drinking 18 straight whiskeys in a bar in 

Greenwich Village? Dylan Thomas

24 Hákarl [Haowcard] is a fermented fish dish popular in which country? Iceland

25 Which "four" hit the top with this? Four Pennies

3 Round Three [One team drops out]

1

On this day in 1981 which part of London became the centre of a riot that lasted two 

days? Brixton

2 The Amur river forms part of the border between China and which other country? Russia

3

First shown in April 1966 "The Story of Rocky's Raiders" was the final episode of 

which cartoon series? The Flintstones

4 Which two have made five films together?

Francis Ford Coppola and Tom 

Waits

5 Which isotope is commonly used to date decayed organic matter? Carbon 14

6 Which internet company agreed to pay £130m in back taxes to the UK last year? Google

7 Which is always the third grand slam event in the tennis calendar? Wimbledon

8

Newstead Abbey is home to the Barons of Rochdale, which reknowned poet was the 

6th Baron of Rochdale? Lord Byron

9 Which spiced rum is named after a 17th-century Welsh pirate? Captain Morgan

10

This singer had four number ones, this is the only one that wasn't a cover ,who is 

he? Gareth Gates

11

On this day in 1957 which Asian island was granted self-government from Britain to 

come into effect the next year? Singapore

12 How many capital cities does the Danube flow through?

Four [Vienna Belgrade Bratislava 

and Budapest]

13 Otis B. Driftwood is played by Groucho Marx in which film? A Night at the Opera

14 Which two are father in law and son in law Benicio del Toro and Rod Stewart

15 Which two cities are connected by the India Pacific Railway? Perth and Sydney



16 Which social networking site aimed at former classmates was shut down last year? Friends Reunited

17 In which city were the Harlem Globetrotters formed? Chicago

18 Despite his nickname, which playwright was actually born in Columbus, Mississippi? Tennesse Williams

19 The fried cheese sandwich from Italy the Carrozza uses which cheese? Mozzarella

20

This was the Hollies first number one they had to wait over twenty years for their 

second, what was it called? He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother

21

In 837 which Comet made its closest approach to Earth at a distance equal to 3.2 

million miles? Halley's Comet

22 Located within the Pacific what is the largest sea in the world? Phillipine Sea

23

Which TV series told the story of an average middle-class Melbourne family and the 

effect the Second World War had on their lives? The Sullivans

24 Which two have won an acting Bafta?

Penélope Cruz and Samuel L 

Jackson

25 What is the angle between the hands of a clock at 1 o'clock? 30°

4 Round Four [Final]

1 In which city was the first Disney park resort in mainland China opened? Shanghai

2 Which baseball team has won the World Series most often? New York Yankees

3 In which short story by Washington Irvine does the the Headless Horseman appear? The Ledgend of Sleepy Hollow

4 Originally milkshakes were made of milk eggs and which spirit? Whisky

5 Which band joined Queen for this hit? 5ive

6

On this day in 1970 who announced that he was leaving The Beatles for personal and 

professional reasons? Paul McCartney

7 What is the only US state that produces coffee commercially? Hawaii

8 Patsy Kensit played ward sister Faye Byrne in which tv series? Holby City

9 Which two appeared in the flop comedy film Amos & Andrew? Nick Cage and Samuel l Jackson

10 For what is an Ishihara test used? Colour Blindness

11

"Dream Lover" is a jukebox musical based on the career of which American teen 

idol? Bobby Darin

12 Which French alpine resort were the first ever Winter Olympics held ? Chamonix

13

According to Ernest Hemingway, the "dried and frozen carcass of a leopard" can be 

found atop the western summit of what mountain? Kilimanjaro

14 What replaces ham in  Eggs Benedict to give Eggs Royale? Smoked Salmon

15

This was the Rolling Stones first number one in 1964 what was their last recorded 

five years later? Honky Tonk Women

16 On this day in 1961 who became the first human to travel into outer space? Yuri Gagarin 

17 Which park in Aberdeen houses Scotland's largest collection of cacti? Aberdeen

18 In the film "Summer Holiday" with Cliff Richard, where do they drive their bus to? Greece

19 Which two are Liverpool fans? Daniel Craig and Samuel L Jackson

20

 The bark of the Cinchona, historically known as Jesuit's Bark or Peruvian Bark, was 

the original source of which drug? Quinine

21

 Zac Goldsmith MP for Richmond Park resigned in protest over plans for a third 

runway at which airport? Heathrow

22 Who was the last European golfer to win the US Open? Martin Kaymer 2013

23

A 1964 hoax perpetrated by a Swedish journalist exhibited paintings by Pierre 

Brassau who was infact what type of animal? Peter the Chimp

24 Constantia is the oldest winery in which commonwealth country? South Africa

25 Which two records by this artist have a girls name in the title? Maggie May and Baby Jane


